Ways to Develop Fine Motor and Scissor Skills

1. Use tongs or tweezers to pick up raisins, cereal, pasta, cotton ball, etc., to put into an egg carton or
bowl. Count the objects as the child places them or have a race.
2. Use small water guns to water plants or clean shaving cream off a balloon.
3. Tear paper or tissue paper of various colors into strips and then pieces, and glue the pieces onto
paper to make a design.
4. Use pickle forks to pick up and release all kinds of small objects. You could have a race to see who
can pick up the most or put colors into a pattern.
5. Use eye droppers to squeeze water into cups or paint onto paper.
6. Glue yarn to clothespins for “hair” to put onto a cardboard face, or squeeze clothespins to put onto
the sides of a box.
7. Draw a maze on paper and glue pieces of thread or pipe cleaner along the maze to create an
“obstacle course.”
8. Glue sandpaper along both sides of a line to help the child control the direction of his/her scissors.
9. Glue a small toy onto the scissors and cue the child to make the toy move forward toward a picture
or sticker at the other end of the line (i.e., rabbit hopping toward the Easter egg).
10. Punch holes along a line or design to provide tactile and visual cues as the child is cutting.
11. Use a hole punch to punch out various designs, follow a maze, create a lacing card, or make an
insect-eaten leaf.
12. Make snowflakes by folding a piece of paper two to three times and show the child how to cut
different designs around the sides.
13. Make a paper doll chain or create a simpler design. Help the child fold paper like an accordion and
cut a design into the paper.
14. Cut out strips of paper and glue or staple them into circles to make a paper chain. Write numbers
on each strip to count down the days to Christmas/child’s birthday/summer vacation, etc.
15. Draw lines across a paper sack approximately 1” apart. Place a toy or piece of candy in the sack and
staple the bag together between each line. Have the child cut across the lines to work his/her way
down to the reward.
16. Put a sticker or the letters of the child’s name inside envelopes and have the child use a letter
opener to cut open the top of the envelopes.
17. Insert feathers into a Styrofoam ball and have the child pluck the “chicken’s” feathers with tweezers.
18. Cut flaps onto the edge of a piece of paper and have the child cut each one off.
Practice Makes Perfect
Hold the paper for the child or tape it to the edge of the table as he/she learns how to
manipulate the scissors.
Wrap rubber bands around clothespins to make them more difficult to open.
As the child’s skills increase, grade the activity up by introducing material that is more difficult to
cut. You can follow this order:
Cardstock, construction paper, brown paper bag, regular paper, wax paper, aluminum
foil, onion skin

